Oaks (Ochs), John B; b. 1913. Journalist; political reporter Washington Post; editorial page chief NYT Times. See: EF (sub Ochs).


Obernauer, Harold; b. Pittsburgh, Jan 3 1887. AB Yale, LLB Pittsburgh. Lawyer; practicing lawyer, local & natl bar assns, Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Heb Free Loan Assn, Irene Kaufmann Settlement, Boy Scouts. See: UJE; AJYB, 1938; WWVLJ, 8.

Oberndorff, Clarence Paul; b. NYC, Feb 16 1882; d. NYC, May 30 1954. AB, MD Cornell, Munich, Berlin. Psychoanalyst, NYC; faculty Cornell, Columbia; ldr Psychotherapeutic Soc; dir Assn for Jewish Children; author in field. See: UJE; AJYB, 56:571; BEOA; WWVLJ, 3; DAB, 5; NYT Times, May 31 1954, 13:3.


Ochs, Benjamin F; b. ca 1863; d. NYC, May 25 1933. Dermatologist, NYC; faculty Fordham. See: AJYB, 35:127.


Ochs, John; see Oaks, John B.

Ochs, Julius; b. Furth, Bavaria, June 29 1826; d. Chattanooga, Oct 26 1888. To US 1845. Soldier, public official, justice of the peace, county judge, Knoxville; orgr, officer synagog; Mexican war service, Union sympathizer during Civil War. See: UJE; EF (sub Ochs); DAB.


Ochs, Milton Barlow; b. Cincinnati, Jan 29 1864; d. April 1955. U TN. Newspaper publisher, editor, Chattanooga; with Chattanooga Times; publisher Philadelphia Ledger; advocate of Southern highway development; WWI service. See: UJE; EF (sub Ochs); AJYB, 24:187; WVLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWVLJ, 3; NYT Times, May 1 1955, 89:1.


Oestreich, Carl; b. Trenchlingen, Germany, ca 1879; d. NYC, Nov 1960.
Oettinger, Herbert C

To US ca 1892. • Real estate operator, NYC; earlier in clothing business; active synagog, Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: NYT Times, Nov 23 1960, 293.


Ogus, Aaron David; b. Russia, ca 1865; d. NYC, June 10 1943. To US 1896. • Yiddish journalist, NYC; staff Jewish Morning Journal. • See: AJYB, 45:391.

Ohlbaum, Samuel Bernard; b. Banffy hunyad, Hungary, Sep 6 1904. To NYC 1914. • JTS T Chs Coll, AB CCNY, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, Heb tchr; businessman; editor Hungarian Jewish Review; officer Assn of Hungarian Jews of Am; exec chf Fedn of Hungarian Zionists; active Am Jewish Cong. • See: WWIJA, 1938.

Ohlman, Isaac Loeb; b. Conneautville, PA, Mar 19 1874. • Allegheny Med Coll, MD U PA, post-grad abroad. • Physician; Pittsburgh; editor Pittsburgh Medical Bulletin; WWI service. • See: WWIJA, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Ohrbach, Jerome Kane; b. Brooklyn, 1907. Dept store owner, communal worker, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Am Jewish Com, Boy Scouts, CCNY. • See: EJ (sub Ohrbach).

Ohrbach, Nathan M; b. Vienna, Aug 31 1883; d. NYC, Nov 19 1972. To US 1887. • Dept store owner, communal ldr, NYC; officer Am Jewish Com, Boy Scouts; a fdr Albert Einstein Coll of Med; bd Montefiore Hospital; memoir. • See: EJ (sub Ohrbach); AJYB, 74:558; WWIJA, 1918; WWIJA, 5, 7; NYT Times, Nov 20 1972, 1:1.

Oko, Adolph Siegmund (pseudonym= Baruch); b. Khar kov, 1883; d. NYC, Oct 3 1944. To US 1902. • Honorary degree. • Librarian, author, editor, Cincinnati; developed Heb Union Coll library and museum; works on Jewish learning and philosophy; devoted student of Spinoza. • See: UJE, EJ, AJYB, 24:187, 47:529; NYT Times, Oct 4 1944, 203.


Okun, Esther Dorothy (Mrs Joseph Okun); b. Vilna, Feb 19 1905. To US 1907. • Pratts Inst of Accountancy. • Bookkeeper, dental ass't, business exec, Brooklyn; dir Jewish Community House. • See: WWIJA, 1938.

Okun, Joseph, b. Minsk, Sep 20 1898. To US 1913. • DDS NYU; Dentist, NYC; faculty NYU; dir Jewish Community House. • See: WWIJA, 1938.


Olcovich, Florence Saft (Mrs Jacob Olcovich); b. Denver, Feb 11 1882. Communal worker, Denver; pres Nat Council Jewish Women. • See: WWIJA, 1938.


Olgin (Novominsky), Moissaye (Mosee) Joseph; b. Kiev, Mar 24 1878; d. NYC, Nov 22 1939. To US 1914. • U Kiev, U Heidelberg, PhD Columbia. • Journalist, political activist, translator, NYC; arrested several times for revolutionary activity (Russia); mem Bund, Central Committee, Am Communist Party; a fdr, editor Der Freiheit, Der Hammer; Am correspondent Pravda. • See: UJE, EJ, AJYB, 24:187, 42:482; WWIJA, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, NYT Times, Nov 21 1939, 27:2.


Oliner, Nathaniel Aron; b. NYC, Nov 4 1886. • BS Jefferson Coll, DDS U PA; honorary degree. • Dentist, Bloomfield, NJ; pres Glenwood Building & Loan. • See: WWIJA, 1938.


Olkon, David Mortimer; b. Vilna, Sep 15 1877. To US 1894. • BS, MA U Chicago, DDS Northwestern, MD U Vienna, U IL. • Physician, neurologist, neuropsychiatrist, Chicago; faculty U IL; dir med relief Europe, Asia Minor; advisor Young Judea. • See: WWIJA, 1928, 1938.


Olsen, Tillie (born Lerner); b. Omaha, 1913. Author of stories & novels dealing with working people; visiting professor various universities. • See: EJ1982-1985.

Olshansky, Charles; b. NYC, Jan 3 1913; d. Richmond, VA, Mar 8 1985. Columbia TCchs Coll; Communal admr, Newport News; with Jewish Community Center and Fedn. • See: AJYB, 87:441-42.

Olshovsky, Samuel A; b. Maltz (prushany), Poland, Dec 10 1879; d. Bronx, NYC, Feb 10 1943. To US 1912. • Rabbi, talmudist, NYC; faculty, dean RIETS; dir Heb Parochial School. • See: AJYB, 45:391; WWIJA, 1926, 1928; NYT Times, Feb 11 1943, 19:3.
Oltarsh, David Moses; b. NYC, Mar 27 1883; d. NYC, July 21 1940. BS CCNY, NYU. • Architect, engineer, bldr, NYC; bd Beth Israel Hospital; examining bd US Army Engineers; WWI service. • See: UJE; AYJB, 43:362; WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; NTimes, July 22 1940, 17:5.

Oltarsh, Jennie Steinberg (Mrs); b. ca 1868; d. NYC, Nov 2 1936. Communal worker, philanthropist, NYC. • See: AYJB, 39:595.

Oman, Samuel Solomon; b. Ukraine, Feb 4 1897. BS U Ill. • Architect, Chicago; designed worlds largest stage for Chicago World Fair; officer Marks Nathan Jewish Orphan Home; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.


Oman, Morris; b. Kiev, Dec 24 1889. To US 1891. BS MIT. • Consultant chemist, inventor, patent holder, Cambridge, MA. • See: WWIAJ, 1928, 1938, BEOAJ.

Omins, Joseph; b. Kaminka, Russia, Sep 20 1901. Druck, BS Wharton, Temple U Law. • Lawyer, legislator, Philadelphia; officer Business Mens Assn, Cooperstown Memorial Charity Fund, B'kith Abraham. • See: BEOAJ.

Opatsou (Opatsov), Joseph Meyer; b. Mlawa, Russia, Jan 1 1886/1887; d. NYC, Oct 7 1934. Polytechnic (Nancy, France), BS Cooper Union. • Yiddish writer, journalist, Bronx; staff The Day; active Yiddish Inst, Yiddish Writers Union, Yiddish Pen Club. • See: UJE; EF; AYJB, 24:187, 57:607; WWIAJ, 1928, 1938, BEOAJ; NTimes, Oct 8 1934, 21:6.

Opler, Marvin Kaufman; b. Buffalo, 1914; d. Jan 3 1981. U Buffalo, U MI, PhD Columbia. • Anthropologist, social psychiatrist; with War Relocation Adm; faculty U Buffalo, UCLA, Stanford, Cornell; author/editor in field. • See: EF; WWIAJ, 7.


Oppenheim, Amy Schwartz (Mrs Laurent Oppenheim); b. Louisville, July 10 1878; d. May 14 1955. Civic, political & womens suffrage worker, NYC; orgr School Art League; officer Philharmonic Symphony Soc, Womans Municipal League; active Republican politics, Citizens Union Art Alliance; Episcopalian? • See: UJE, WWIAJ, 1938; WWIAJ, 5; NTimes, May 5 1955, 33:4.


Oppenheim, Charles Jay; b. ca 1915; d. NYC, Dec 1944. Cornell. • Broadcast exec, NYC; with CBS. • See: NTimes, Dec 17 1944.

Oppenheim, David; b. Detroit, Apr 16 1872; d. Detroit, June 7 1943. Insurance expert, philanthropist worker, Detroit; fdr nonprofit cemetery, Jewish Home for Aged; benefactor soup kitchen. • See: AYJB, 45:391; NTimes, June 9 1943, 21:1.


Oppenheim, Maurice; b. Vienna, 1876; d. Chicago, Oct 1949. To US 1939. • MD U Vienna. • Dermatologist, Chicago; faculty U Vienna, U Chicago; author in field; WWII Austrian service. • See: UJE; NTimes, Oct 28 1949, 23:3.


Oppenheim, Samson D; b. ca 1867; d. NYC, Dec 10 1921. Editor, NYC. • See: AYJB, 24:102.

Oppenheim, Samuel; b. NYC, Dec 2 1859; d. NYC, Aug 11 1928. CCNY, Cooper Union, Columbia. • Lawyer, railroad exec, NYC; active civic improvement; writer Jewish histories; donated collection to Am Jewish Historical Soc. • See: UJE; AYJB, 24:188, 31:93; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; PAHS, 32:132-34; WWIAJ, 1.

Oppenheim, Saul Chesterfield; b. NYC, Jan 16 1897. AB, MA Columbia, JD, JSY U MI. • Lawyer, Washington DC; faculty U MI, George Washington; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.


Oppenheimer, Art; b. Attica, IN, May 22 1878. LLB U U MI, MA PA Coll. • Business exec, Marshalltown, IA; exec Western Grocer Co, Marshall Canning Co, Gelderbloom Mfg Co. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.


Oppenheimer, Bernard Sutor; b. NYC, June 20 1876; d. NYC, June 10 1958. AB Harvard, MD Columbia. • Physician, cardiologist, NYC; chief med dir Montefiore Hospital; faculty Columbia; pioneer in use of electrocardiograph; active med soc; author in field. • See: UJE; AYJB, 24:188, 60:356; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; NTimes, June 11 1958, 35:1.

Oppenheimer, Carrie I (Mrs Simon Oppenheim); b. Baltimore, Apr 29 1874. Communal worker, Washington DC; officer United Heb Charities, Nat Council of Jewish Women; active synagog. • See: AYJB, 7(1905-1906):93.


Oppenheimer, Edgar Davidson; b. NYC, ca 1884; d. NYC, Apr 30 1946. Orthopedic surgeon, NYC; chief Beth Israel Hospital; bd Jewish Child Care Assn; WWII service. • See: AYJB, 48:496; NTimes, May 1 1946, 252.

Oppenheimer, Eugene Kenneth; b. Portland, OR, Mar 3 1890. LLD U OR. • Lawyer, Portland, OR; chr State Soldiers & Sailors Comm; officer bar assn; WWII service. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.
Oppenheimer, Francis Joseph (Francis Opp)

Oppenheimer, Frank Friedman; b. NYC, Aug 14 1912; d. Sausalito, CA, Feb 4 1985.

Johns Hopkins, PhD Cal Tech; post-grad Cavendish Lab (U Cambridge). • Physicist; faculty U CA (Berkeley), U MN, U CO; dir Palace of Arts & Sciences (San Francisco); mem Communist Party before WWII. • See: WWI, Nov 1 1933, 865.


BSC degree. • CPA, St Louis, Chicago; dir Jewish Peoples Inst. • See: WWI, 1938.


Merchant, communal ldr, Baltimore; officer synagog, Heb Orphan Asylum, Union of Am Heb Congregations. • See: WWI, 1926; N Times, July 7 1958, 274.

Oppenheimer, Isaac; b.*; d. Dec 1 1922.

Pioneer west coast railroad ldr, Spokane. • See: AJYB, 11:240.

Oppenheimer, J (Julius) Robert; b. NYC, Apr 22 1904; d. Princeton, Feb 18 1967.

BA Harvard, Cavendish Lab (Cambridge U), PhD U Göttingen. • Theoretical physicist, exec; faculty U CA (Berkeley), Cal Tech, Princeton; admr Los Alamos Laboratory, Inst for Advanced Study (Princeton); concerned with proper use of nuclear weapons; security controversy with Edward Teller and chr Atomic Energy Commn Lewis Strauss. • See: EJ, AJYB, 69:610; WWI, 4; JTA-DNB, Feb 20 1967; DAB, 8; N Times, Feb 19 1967, 1:6.

Oppenheimer, Jesse Daniel; b. San Antonio, June 13 1870.

Banker, San Antonio; active Jewish Social Service Fedn, Jewish Consumptives Relief Soc, state professional assn. • See: WWI, 1928, 1938.

Oppenheimer, Lee; b. ca 1848; d. College Point, LI, Sep 12 1914.

Publisher, College Point. • See: AJYB, 17(1915-1916):221.

Oppenheimer, Max (Mopp); Vienna, 1885; d. NYC, May 1954.

Art Academy (Vienna), U Prague, U Berlin. • To NYC 1939. • Portraitist, expressionist painter, musician, chess expert; musical, religious pictures; graphics in major world museums. • See: EJ, N Times, May 23 1954, 88:7.

Oppenheimer, Oscar W; b. Pittsburgh, Sep 23 1876.

Pres Steel Drum Co, Pittsburgh. • See: WWI, 1938.

Oppenheimer, Sidney Solomon; b. Yale, British Columbia, Feb 12 1873.

To US 1909. • MD, CM McGill. • Physician, Spokane; pres Sacred Heart Hospital, B'nai Brith, synagog. • See: WWI, 1938.

Oppenheimer, Sigmund; b. ca 1860; d. NYC, Sep 2 1934.

Labor ldr, newspaper compositor, NYC. • See: AJYB, 37:260.

Oppenheimer, Solomon; b.*; d. NYC, Dec 31 1919.


Oppensteind, Louis; b. ca 1875; d. Kansas City, Apr 15 1938.

Civic & communal worker, Kansas City. • See: AJYB, 40:389.

Oppen, Clarence Victor; b. NYC, Apr 13 1897; d. June 19 1964.

AB Dartmouth, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, NYC; mem US Bd of Tax Appeals; counsel City Housing Corp; ass't counsel Fm Credit Adm, Treasury Dept; editor Columbia Law Review; WWI service. • See: UJE, WWI, 1938; WWI, 4; N Times, June 21 1964, 85:1.

Oppen, Emily M; b. ca 1859; d. NYC, Oct 1937.


Cooper Union. • Cartoonist, political lampoonist, illustrator, NYC; with Puck, NY journal; creator Happy Hooligan character. • See: EJ, AJYB, WWI, 1; DAB, 2; N Times, Aug 28 1937, 153.

Opper, Morris Edward; b. Buffalo, 1907.

Anthropologist; faculty Cornell; dir Asian Studies; author in field. • See: EJ.

Oransky, Louis; b. Poland, Feb 15 1866.

To US 1884. • Dept store owner, communal pioneer, Des Moines; mem Bd of City Associated Charities; orgr synagog, United Jewish Philanthropies; natl exec com Zionist Org of Am. • See: WWI, 1926, 1928.

Order, Harry; b. Russia, ca 1874; d. Detroit, Mar 30 1944.

To US 1919. • Rabbi, Detroit. • See: AJYB, 46:343.

Orgel, Isaac Wolf; b. ca 1858; d. Brooklyn, Sep 12 1937.


Orgel, Samuel Zachary; b. NYC, June 25, 1892.

MD NYU. • Psychiatrist, psychoanalyst, NYC; with Israel Orphan Asylum, Heb Sheltering
Guardian Soc; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 1938.


Orlan, Hayyim; b. Poland, 1911. • To Palestine 1931, to Cleveland 1946. • Heb lawyer, congressional Agency (White Plains); author in field. • See: Jewish Week, Apr 30 1950.

Orleans, Abraham Sholem; b. Kossovo, Russia, June 2 1893; d. Brooklyn, Nov 1 1959. • To US 1907. • Engineering degree Cooper Union. • CPA, Heb journalist, civil engineer, NYC; with Hadar Am Jewish Chronicle; trustee Israel Matz Found. • See: AJYB, 62:451; NYT Times, Nov 2 1959, 31:3.


Orlinsky, Harry Meyer; b. Canada, 1908. • Biblical scholar, philologist, Cincinnati; faculty Heb Union Coll-Jewish Inst of Religion; chr Soc for Biblical Literature; consult to Protestant Revised Standard, Old Testament version; author in field. • See: EJ.


Oscar, Alexander L; b. Russia, Sep 15 1885. • Communal & civic fundraiser, worker, Canton, OH; officer B’nai B’rith. • See: WWIA, 1928.


Oser, Bernard Levussove; b. Philadelphia, Feb 2 1899. • BS, MS U PA, PhD Fordham. • Biochemist, NYC; faculty U PA; dir Food Research Laboratories, Inc. • See: WWIA, 1938.

Oser, Harris E; b. ca 1876; d. Philadelphia, July 15 1933. • Publisher of Jewish weeklies, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 36:284.

Oser, Henry I; b. ca 1864; d. NYC, Mar 20 1935. • Architect, engineer, NYC; military service. • See: AJYB, 37:260.

Oseroff, Abraham; b. Pittsburgh, Apr 12 1889/1891; d. May 26 1960. • Business exec, hospital admr, Pittsburgh, NYC, Philadelphia; officer Montefiore Hospital, Housing Assn, Babies Welfare Assn (NYC); pres Hospital Conf Pittsburgh; WWI service. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938; WWIAA, 4.

Osgood, Samuel; b. Kovno, Mar 9 1878. • To US 1883. • Iron City Commercial Coll (Pittsburgh). • Wholesale dry goods merchant, upholstery co owner, Pittsburgh; a fdr Jewish Home for Aged, trade orgn; dir Jewish Family Welfare. • See: WWIA, 1928, 1938.

Oshinsky, Louis; b. ca 1868; d. NYC, Oct 18 1935. • Communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 38:432.

Osherowitz, Mendel (Mishel); b. Trostyanets, Poland, Jan 14 1887/1889; d. NYC, Apr 16 1965. • To US 1909/1910. • Yiddish journalist, prolific author, translator, NYC; staff Forward; numerous pseudonyms. • See: AJYB, 67:540; WWIA, 1928; BEOAJ, NYT Times, Apr 17 1965, 19:3.

Oshlag, Jacob; b. Poland, ca 1866; d. NYC, May 7 1938. • MD Coll of Physicians & Surgeons (Boston). • Physician, psychiatric ldr, NYC, bd Manhattan State Hospital. • See: AJYB, 40:389; NYT Times, May 19 1938, 212.
Osnis, Benedict A; b. Russia, 1872; d. Philadelphia, Feb 1941.
To US ca 1886. • Portraitist, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 24:188; NITimes, Feb 11 1941, 23:3.

Osoff, Meyer; b. Russia, Aug 19 1890.
Civic & communal worker, Albuquerque; mem Bd of Education; officer Day Nursery, Red Cross, B'nai B'rith, synagog. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Osorio, Isidore; b. ca 1840; d. NYC, Jan 2 1914.
Inventor, lawyer, NYC. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):165.

Johns Hopkins, MD U MD. • Physician, NYC; faculty Mt Sinai, CUNY, Columbia; author/editor in field. • See: WWLA, 6.

Osserman, Simon E; b. Kroz, Poland, Apr 4 1874; d. NYC, Oct 31 1966.

Osterberg, Max; b. Frankfurt, June 12 1869; d. 1904.
To US 1884. • U Frankfurt, EE, AM Columbia. • Electrical engineer, consult, Staten Island, NYC; author in field. • See: JE, AJYB, 6(1904-1905):162, 24:188; WWLA, 1.

Osterman, Rosanna Dyer; b.; d. 1866.
Volunteer nurse (Civil War), Galveston; donated estate to philanthropies, Jewish & other. • See: UJE (sub Dyer, Rosanna).

Osternam, Albert; b. ca 1843; d. Oct 17 1923.

Ostheimer, Isaac; b.; d. Erie, June 24 1917.

Ostro, Marcus; b. Cherson, Russia, June 28 1888; d. May 1948.

Ostrolenks (Ostrelken), Bernhard; b. Warsaw, May 14 1887; d. Solebury Township, PA, Nov 26 1944.
To US 1897/1900. • Nat Farm School, BS MA State, AB Boston U, MA, PhD U PA, MS U MN. • Agricultural economist, NYC; dir Nat Farm School, Madison House; faculty U Chicago, CCNY; editor, sponsor WPA bibliography of cooperatives; author in field. • See: JE, EF, AJYB, 24:188, 47:529; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEAOJ, WWLAJ, 2; NITimes, Nov 28 1944, 23:3.

Ostrom, Louis; b. Sweden, 1874.
Physician, Rock Island, IL. • See: AJYB, 24:188.

Ostroski, Herbert Merton; b. San Francisco, Feb 25 1886.
Houston Coll (Spokane), AB Stanford, Cavalry & General Staff School (US Army). • Army officer. • See: AJYB, 24:188; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

NYU, St Johns. • Lawyer, state supreme court judge, with NY State Atty General office (fraud division), Brooklyn; active Republican party. • See: NITimes, Jun 5 1968, 24:1.

To US 1908. • Imperial Art School (Odessa), Natl Academy of Design, CCNY. • Artist, art teacher, NYC; fdr, dir Educational Alliance art school; chr visual arts Natl Fedn of Settlements. • See: UJE, AJYB, 24:188; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEAOJ, WWLAJ, 6; NITimes, Jun 22 1975, 45:2.

Ostrowsky, Samuel; b. Kiev, May 5 1885.
To Chicago 1906. • Kv Art School, Chicago Art Inst, Julien Academie. • Artist, Chicago, Paris; scene designer Yiddish Art Theatre; official French Salon. • See: AJYB, 24:188; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Ottenberg, Louis; b. Washington DC, June 8 1886.
LLB Georgetown U. • Lawyer, Washington DC; natl bd Anti-Defamation League; officer Community Chest; dir Council of Social Agencies, Legal Aid Soc, Jewish Community Center. • See: WWLA, 1938.

Ottenberg, Nettie Poddell; b. Revoetsk, Russia, Apr 15 1885.

Ottenberg, Reuben; b. NYC, 1882; d. Apr 1959.
AB, MD Columbia. • Physician, researcher in blood factors, NYC; author in field. • See: UJE, WWLAJ, 1938; NITimes, Apr 27 1959, 27:5.

Ottenheimer, Abraham; b. ca 1868; d. Gary, IN, reported May 1937.
Communal worker, Gary, IN. • See: AJYB, 39:595.

Ottenheimer, Blanch Beitzman; b. Washington, IN, Aug 31 1880.

Ottenheimer, Fred L; b. Chicago, Mar 1 1880.
Armour Inst. • Wholesale liquor exec, insurance agent, Chicago; dir Jewish Peoples Inst. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Ottenheimer, Jacob; b. Cincinnati, Aug 23 1855; d. Dec 15 1916.
Communal worker, Cincinnati; pres synagog; bd Heb Union Coll, United Jewish Charities, Jewish Hospital, B'nai B'rith. • See: AJYB, 19(1917-1918):267; PAJHS, 26:282-83.

Ottenheimer, Samuel M; b. ca 1869; d. Baltimore, Aug 2 1937.


CCNY, LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, NYC; advisor Am Bankers Assn, Natl Assn Real Estate Bds, Natl Assn Life Underwriters; advocated code of ethics for trial news reports. • See: WWLAJ, 4; NITimes, Oct 18 1967, 47:1.

Otterbourg, Marcus; b. Landau, Germany, 1827; d. NYC, Dec 7 1893.
Paris. • Journalist, diplomat, lawyer, Milwaukee, NYC; minister to Mexico; police justice (NYC); anti-Tammany. • See: UJE; PAJHS, 32:65-98.

Ottinger, Albert; b. NYC, Sep 10 1878; d. NYC, Jan 13 1938.
NYU, LLB NYU Law. • Lawyer, politician, legislator, US asst aty general, communal ldr, art collector, NYC; known for vigorous law enforcement and anti-Tammany. • See: UJE, EF, AJYB, 40:389; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWLA, 1; NITimes, Jan 14 1938, 23:1.

Ottinger, Lawrence; b. NYC, Mar 25 1884; d. Scarsdale, Dec 19 1954.
Columbia. • Fdr, US Plywood Corp; active communal & civic charities; WWI War Production Bd service. • See: WWLA, 3; NITimes, Dec 20 1954, 29:1.

Ottinger, Marx; b. ca 1840; d. NYC, May 7 1923.
Real estate operator, communal & civic worker, NYC; trustee JTS, Heb Orphan Asylum; dir Baron de Hirsch Fund. • See: AJYB, 26:157; NITimes, May 9 1923, 19:4.

Ottinger, Nathan; b. ca 1874; d. NYC, Nov 1940.
CCNY, Columbia Law. • Trial lawyer, judge, NYC; active Republican politics; supporter of PDR. • See: AJYB, 24:188; NITimes, Nov 18 1940, 19:6.

Ottinger, Nathan I; b. NYC, Apr 26 1874. Bldr, NYC; dir Heb Orphan Asylum; author in field. • See: BEAOJ.

Lumber co exec, NYC; with US Plywood. • See: WWWLA, 6; NYT, June 4 1974, 40-4.

Ottolenghe, Joseph Solomon; b. Italy; d. July 1775.
To GA 1733. • Heb tchr, Christian convert, missionary to slaves, tax collector, Silk Culture supt, GA; mem colonial legislature. • See: BDEAJ.

Tchr, merchant, poor house commr, bank dir, Charleston, SC; pres synagog; est fund for “poor Israelites”. • See: BDEAJ.

Ottolengui, Rodrigues; b. ca 1861; d. NYC, July 11 1937.

Ouziel, Robert Salomon; b. Broussa, Turkey, Apr 9 1888.
To US ca 1914. • Theological Seminary (Constantinople). • Sephardic rabbi, Heb tchr, Turkey, Cairo, Chicago, Harlem, NYC, Atlanta. • See: WWWW, 1928.

To US 1941. • PhD U Vienna. • Sephardic rabbi, Vienna, Paris, NYC; pres Central Sephardic Jewish Community of Am; fdr, editor Le judaisme Sephardi. • See: UJE, AJYB, 45:391; NYT, Aug 31 1942, 17:5.

Ovsay, Joshua; b. Russia, 1883/1885; d. 1957.
To US 1918, to Israel 1955. • Heb literary critic, translator; published in Heb and Yiddish press. • See: EF.

To US 1904. • Frozen egg industrialist, businessman, Chicago. • See: WWWW, 1938; NYT, Sep 7 1961, 35:2.

Rabbi, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):165.

Oxenbarg, Minnie; b. 1887; d. Washington DC, Feb 1981.
Communal worker, Washington DC; officer Hadassah; active Jewish Community Center, Natl Conf of Christians and Jews. • See: AJYB, 83:360.

To US 1921. • Cantor, Yiddish folk songs & liturgic music singer, actor, NYC; concerts, records, radio, movies in Yiddish and English. • See: AJYB, 61:419; NYT, Nov 28 1958, 27:3.

Ozick, Cynthia; b. NYC, 1928.
NYU, OH State. • Author of short stories. • See: EF; 1973-1982.

U WI, LLB U MI. • Lawyer, lecturer, MN legislator, author; consul Stuttgart, Constantinople; officer bar assns. • See: WWWL, 1.